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1 Introduction 

This manual describes the installation of MULTIWEB Banking in Windows. For this purpose, 
the most important steps from the user’s point of view are listed and described.  Both a new 
installation and an update installation will be outlined.  In addition, switching from MULTIWEB 
communication to EBICS will be explained. 

2 Preconditions 

The following requirements have to be met: 

• There is an up-to-date browser (Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox) 

• There is an up-to-date Java runtime environment (JRE) incl. plug-in for the browser 

• There is an up-to-date Adobe Acrobat Reader plug-in for the browser 

3 New installation 

To make an initial installation of the software, the user has to carry out the available set-up. 
Afterwards, the installation wizard guides the user through the installation. The programme 
suggests a suitable installation path. It can be changed by the user if desired.  When making 
an initial installation, it is important to select an empty directory. To be able to carry out the 
installation, the user needs read- and write permissions for the selected directory. 

3.1 Advice for the installation in Windows Vista, Windows 7 or higher 

For the installation in Windows Vista, Windows 7 or higher, the following points have to be 
considered: 

• Administrator rights are necessary for the installation in Windows Vista or Windows 7. 

Therefore, it is recommendable to have the installation carried out by an administrator and 

not by the end user.  

• When facing problems during the installation, it can be helpful not to install the application 

in the directory “Programmes” or “Programme files” because permissions to these 

directories are often limited. 

• We recommend to disable the user account control. 
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3.2 Separation of program- and application data 

Since version 4.5.0-02.001 the set-up of MULTIWEB Banking has been modified to allow the 
application to differentiate between programme- and application data. Thus, an improved 
compatibility to the latest Windows operating systems could be achieved. 

In addition to selecting an installation directory, the user can choose a user-specific file 
storage directory now, too. By default, this can be found in “Documents and Settings” of the 
respective user directory. If desired, the directory can be changed in the installation wizard. 

Note: If the installation is not carried out by the end user but by an administrator, the 
administrator has to take care not to select his own user directory but the end user’s directory. 

Now the programme installs all files into the installation directory. Application data which are 
modified during the operation of MULTIWEB Banking are additionally installed in the user-
specific data storage directory. In the case that a user who has not installed the client himself 
wants to work with the application, the system accesses the central configuration files of the 
installation directory. If the application cannot access the user directory, it will also access the 
configuration files of the installation directory. In order to keep the existing installation 
behaviour with only one central installation directory, the path to the installation directory can 
be chosen as data storage directory. 

3.3 User-specific data transfer 

For version 4.6.0-01.001 the set-up has been extended with a user-specific data transfer. The 
user has the option to select an old MULTIWEB Banking installation’s directory and then 
activate the check-box “Copy user-specific data”. With this setting all existing user-specific 
application data are taken over from the old installation into the new one.  

If user-specific data are to be transferred from MULTIWEB Banking after a computer change, 
the following steps should be executed: 

• Start the client on the old computer and print the system information again. 

• Copy the directory, which is displayed in the printout of the system information in the 

section “user-specific data folder”, to any new location on the new computer (for example, 

by means of a USB drive or your company network). Make sure to copy the directory to a 

location for which the end user has both read and write permissions. 

• Then execute the client set-up on the new computer. If necessary, you can change the 

installation directory and/or the user-specific data storage directory in the installation 

wizard. The default setting is to keep the settings as suggested by the system. On the 

installation wizard’s screen for the user-specific data transfer from an old/other 

installation, the data directory which has been copied from the old computer has to be 

selected and the check-box “Copy user specific data” has to be activated. 
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4 Installation of the auto transfer tool (optional) 

The auto transfer tool is a separate set-up, which only exists if it has been licensed by the 
issuing bank. For the installation of the auto transfer tool, the following points have to be 
considered: 

• Before executing the auto transfer tool, the standard set-up has to be installed. 

• The auto transfer tool has to be installed as an update through the standard set-up. If the 

installation path has been modified during the standard set-up, then it has to be ensured 

that the same setting is used in the installation wizard of the auto transfer tool.  

5 Update installation 

The installation of a later version of MULTIWEB Banking as a replacement of an older version 
is referred to as an update installation. To execute an update installation, the installation 
directory of the latest installed version of MULTIWEB Banking has to be selected in the 
installation wizard. During an update installation only new programme files are installed. User-
specific files like counterparty lists, for example, are not affected by the update. 

Optionally, counterparty lists can be saved before executing the update as a precautionary 
measure. To do this, the file „recipients.ini“ has to be copied to a neutral directory outside of 
MULTIWEB Banking’s installation directory. The file is either located in the sub-directory 
“config” of the installation directory, or in the sub-directory “config” of the user-specific 
application data directory (from version 4.5.0-02.001 on if the installation directory has not 
been selected as the user-specific application data directory). After the successful update, the 
secured copy of the file can be copied back if the data have not been taken over correctly. 

When doing an update installation, check if both the version to be updated and the new version 
already have a separation between programme and application data. The different options are 
detailed in the following section. 

5.1 Update from a version without data separation to a version without 
data separation 

The separation between programme and application data has been implemented from version 
4.5.0-02.001 on. Older versions only have an installation directory that contains both 
programme and application data. If neither the version to be updated nor the new version have 
this separation, an update installation is carried out automatically if the installation directory 
selected in the installation wizard has the same value as the old one. Therefore, check the 
installation directory proposed by the installation wizard and set it to the value of the old 
version if the system proposes another one.  
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5.2 Update from a version without data separation to a version with 
data separation 

In the case that an existing version without separation between programme and application 
data is to be updated to a version with data separation, from version 4.5.0-04.001 on the 
installation wizard contains the additional screen “User-specific data transfer”. With this 
screen it is possible to transfer user-specific data from an older version which does not have 
the data separation yet.  

You can either use the old version’s installation directory or choose a new (empty) directory. 
When choosing a new (empty) directory, the check-box “transfer user-specific data” has to be 
activated if the user-specific data are to be transferred, too. The “Last used installation folder“ 
has to be the old version’s installation directory to ensure that the user-specific data can be 
found. 

For the user-specific data folder it is possible to select either the old installation directory or a 
new (empty) directory.  The set-up will then start to install the new program data in the 
selected installation directory (if the old version’s directory has been chosen, then the old data 
are replaced), and to copy user-specific data from the old installation to the indicated user-
specific folder. 

When choosing a user-specific data folder, be sure to select a directory for which the end user 
has read and write access. This is particularly relevant if the installation is not carried out by 
the end user but by an administrator. 

5.3 Update from a version with data separation to a version with data 
separation (default update option) 

This is the default update option. If both the version to be updated and the new version have 
the separation between programme and application data, an update installation is carried out 
automatically if the installation- and data storage directories selected in the installation wizard 
have the same values as in the old version. Therefore, check the installation directory and data 
storage directory proposed by the installation wizard and set them to the values of the old 
version if the system proposes different ones. 

Note: The check-box “copy user-specific data” in the set-up only serves for updating a 
programme version which does not yet separate programme data and application data to a 
version that contains this separation. This means it is useful if a version < version 4.5.0 should 
be updated to a current version. 

If a version that already separates programme- and application data (like version 4.8.1 or 
4.9.0), is to be updated to a new version (such as 4.10.0), then the installation directory of the 
currently installed version has to be chosen as the installation directory for the update, just like 
it was already the case when the set-up did not yet contain the check-box “copy user-specific 
data”. The set-up will show a message saying that there is already an installation in this 
directory, and ask you if you would like to continue. If you proceed, the update installation will 
be executed. 
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This means that for the default update option the check-box “copy user-specific data” is not 
required, and we recommend not to activate this check-box. 

Note: Do not select any sub-folder of the installation directory as the data storage directory.  If 
the installation directory does not have the necessary permissions, then the same applies to 
the sub-directories. If the installation directory does have the necessary permissions, no 
separation between programme- und application data is necessary. In this case, we 
recommend to select the installation directory as the data storage directory. 

6 Migration of MULTIWEB Banking to a new workstation 

In order to migrate MULTWEB Banking to a new workstation the setup of MULTIWEB Banking 
should be executed on the new workstation, afterwards user specific data should be copied 
manually from the old installation to the new installation: 

• Execute MULTIWEB Banking Setup on the new workstation. Do not start the application 

until user data from old installation were copied. 

• Find out the value of the user specific data folder. Click on info icon on login mask of old 

installation and get the value of parameter „User data directory“. Do the same in new 

installation and remember both values. 

• In order to take over remitter and beneficiary data copy file „recipients.ini“ from sub folder 

„config“ of user specific data folder of old installation to sub folder „config“ of user specific 

data folder of new installation. 

• In order to take over created but not yet send payments copy file „payments.ini“ from sub 

folder „config“ of user specific data folder of old installation to sub folder „config“ of user 

specific data folder of new installation. 

• In order to take over manually created EBICS bank accesses copy file „userbanks.ini“ from 

sub folder „config“ of user specific data folder of old installation to sub folder „config“ of 

user specific data folder of new installation. 

• Now start the new installation. Select the path to your key file and enter once your 

customer ID and user ID. If you want to use manually created EBICS bank accesses click 

on “Select bank” and add the required bank accesses to the login. Afterwards a login 

should be successful and you should see your old user data like remitters and 

beneficiaries. 

7 Switching from MULTIWEB to EBICS 

If the communication to your main bank is carried out via MULTIWEB or EBICS depends on the 
bank data filed in the system. Normally, the issuing bank files the data correctly. If you would 
still like to switch from MULTIWEB to EBICS without updating the software, proceed as 
follows: 
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• Collect the necessary data for an EBICS communication. This information can be provided 

by your bank. Among the necessary information is the URL, the host ID, the EBICS version 

(usually EBICS 2.4), as well as the signature version (A004, A005 or A006). 

• Open the file “banks.ini” manually with a text editor. The file is either located in the sub-

directory “config” of the installation directory, or in the sub-directory “„config” of the user-

specific application data directory (from version 4.5.0-02.001 on if the installation directory 

has not been selected as the user-specific application data directory). Copy the entire 

section of the bank access to be adjusted (usually your main bank). Then, comment out 

each line of the bank access to be adjusted in the file “banks.ini” and save the file. 

• Then open the file “ebicsbanks.ini” manually with a text editor. The file is located in the 

same directory as the file “banks.ini”. Now paste the copied section from the file 

“banks.ini” into the file “ebics.ini”, provided that there is no existing section with the bank 

access to be adjusted in the file “ebicsbanks.ini“. Then adjust the parameter “URL” by 

entering the information from your bank. Enter the new parameters „hostID=…“; 

„ebicsVersion=2.4“ and „signatureVersion=A004“. For “EBICS version” and “signature 

version2 enter the versions communicated by your bank. 

• Then restart your client and click the field “Select bank” on the entry screen. Now it should 

be visible that the affected bank will communicate via EBICS from now on. 

• The EBICS protocol requires an initialisation. Therefore, you have to re-initialise at your 

bank and get activated before the EBICS communication can be fully used. 

8 Advice for the use of a proxy 

The proxy settings are transferred from the browser settings per default. In addition, it has to 
be ensured that the JRE plug-in, too, uses the correct proxy settings. To check this, start the 
Java control panel in the “System control”.  In the section “Network Settings”, the option “Use 
browser settings” should be activated. 

If problems occur, there is also the possibility to save the corresponding proxy settings directly 
in MULTIWEB. These will be used independently of the browser settings to set up the 
connection. The configuration is achieved  through corresponding entries in the file “config.ini” 
in the section [Settings]. 

Sample entry “Proxy without authentication”: 

[Settings] 

proxySet=true 

proxyHost=my.proxy.com 

proxyPort=8080 
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If a proxy with authentication is used, it is mandatory to add a corresponding section in the file 
“config.ini” because the parameters „proxyUser“ und „proxyPassword“ are not taken over 
from the browser settings. 

Sample entry “Proxy with authentication”: 

[Settings] 

proxySet=true 

proxyHost=my.proxy.com 

proxyPort=8080 

proxyUser=maxmustermann 

proxyPassword=mypassword 

9 Advice for the use of smart cards 

The use of chip cards (subject to license) as a key medium requires the use of a smart card 
reader as well as the installation of the corresponding device driver. None of these are 
contained in the set-up of the MULTIWEB Banking product. 

CoCoNet recommends the use of smart card readers from the company REINER SCT because 
internal tests are always carried out with chip card readers of this company. With chip card 
readers from other companies MULTIWEB Banking may well work as expected but we cannot 
accept any liability for this. It is generally assumed that chip card readers of class2 or class3 
are being used. 

We recommend to always use the latest drivers. CoCoNet performs its tests with the drivers 
that are known at the time of delivery. The current drivers can be found here: 

http://www.reiner-sct.com/support/download/treiber-und-software/cyberjack/ 

Notes: 

• For the support of A006 signatures it is necessary to install drivers of version 6.10.0 SP2 

or higher. 

• To operate in Windows 10, a driver of version 7.3.2 or higher has to be installed. The set-up 

has to be executed as an administrator, otherwise it cannot be executed completely. 

When using chip cards on operating systems with 64 bit, make sure that the JRE plug-in for 
the browser and the driver for the chip card reader are based on the same architecture. The 
device driver is the item that determines the architecture. If the device driver is present as a 
separate 64-bit version, then the JRE plug-in has to be used in the 64-bit version, too. If, 
however, the device driver is present as a 32-bit version, or there is a driver version that can be 
used with both 32- and 64-bit, then a 32-bit JRE plug-in has to be used. 
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If the EXE-file for the device driver’s installation is present in the 64-bit version, this does not 
necessarily mean that the installed DDLs are 64-bit compatible, too. It is also possible that a 
64-bit installation routine installs 32-bit DLLs. In this case the JRE plug-in has to be of 32-bit, 
too. 

9.1 SECCOS 

For communication with SECCOS chip cards, in addition to the above-mentioned features, the 
chip card reader has to posses a ZKA signature module. Therefore, if SECCOS chip cards are 
to be addressed, the technical data of the card reader need to have „ZKA-SIG-API“ listed in 
addition to „CT-API“ or „PC/SC“ in the section “API” or “Interfaces”. If the ZKA signature 
module is not present with a REINER SCT chip card reader, it can be manually downloaded 
and installed. In this case the REINER SCT device manager has to be started manually from 
the system control. In the section “Update” click on the link “module administration”. On the 
following screen the ZKA module can be downloaded and installed. 

To support A006 signatures, it is furthermore necessary to ensure that the card reader driver 
software’s ZKA-SIG-API-component supports the hash algorithm including PSS padding, 
which is necessary for A006. Currently, the driver software of REINER SCT card readers 
supports this from version 6.10.0 service pack 2. 

9.2 StarSign Token 

To map the Java-based IAIK software to the native chip card interface, the file 
PKCS11WrapperIAIK.dll“ from IAIK is used. This file only exists as 32-bit DLL. Consequently, 
the StarSign Token can only be operated in 32-bit mode. If working on a 64-bit operating 
system, it is important that the JRE and the browser are operating at 32-bit. 

For the use of StarSign PKI cards based on the operating system „Sm@rtCafe“ a suitable 
middleware is necessary (PKCS#11 Cryptoki Library). This is not contained in the scope of 
MULTIWEB Banking and has to be purchased separately. 

CoCoNet recommends to use the software „SaveSign Identity Client“ from the company AET 
because internal test are generally performed with this middleware. With a PKCS#11 Cryptoki 
Library from another company MULTIWEB Banking may well work as expected but we cannot 
accept any liability for this. 

In the license of its product „SaveSign Identity Client“ AET explicitly excludes the integration of 
the PKCS#11 Cryptoki Library (aetpkss1.dll) into third party products from other 
manufacturers. For this reason the PKCS#11 Cryptoki Library is not included in the MULTIWEB 
Banking set-up. 

During the software installation of the „SaveSign Identity Client“ make sure that the option 
„Installs SaveSign in Firefox“ is deactivated. 
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Otherwise it will not be possible to operate MULTIWEB Banking with StarSign Token in Firefox 
because Firefox already loads the corresponding cryptography module during the start and 
thereby blocks access for other applications. 

Moreover, the component “Task manager” should not be installed. 

 

This component installs a service „aetcrss1.exe“ which equally blocks access to the PKCS#11 
Cryptoki Library (aetpkss1.dll). 

If accessing the card is not possible although all of the above-mentioned measures have been 
taken, or an error is generated during the login in MULTIWEB Banking, we recommend the 
following steps: 
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• In Firefox in the section “Settings - Advanced - Certificates” click the button “Security 

Devices”. Then select the module „SaveSign PKCS #11 Library“ and click the button 

“Unload”. 

• Close Firefox. 

• Open the Windows Task Manager and close the process “aetcrss1.exe” if it exists. Note: it 

is possible that this service is started automatically by Windows in certain intervals if the 

option “task manager” has been installed in the set-up of “SaveSign”. This service has to 

be terminated manually to allow MULTIWEB Banking access to the PKCS#11 Cryptoki 

Library (aetpkss1.dll). 

10 Activating additional traces 

MULTIWEB Banking is able to write detailed traces into the Java console. In the case of errors 
or problems it is recommendable to activate the trace function. 

This is only possible if the display of the Java console has been activated before.  To do this, in 
the Java control panel of the installed and used JRE the option “Show console” has to be 
activated in the section “Advanced - Java console”. 

To be able to activate additional traces in MULTIWEB Banking, the file “index.html” has to be 
opened with a text editor.  This file can be found in the installation directory of the application. 
The installation directory can be found in the system information’s printout, or in the 
parameter “InstallDir” of the file “index.html”. 

If using the Internet Explorer, the following entry has to be added: 

• <PARAM name="Trace" value="true"> 

If using another browser, the following entry has to be added: 

• Trace="true" 

It is also possible to add both entries. When saving the file “index.html”, it has to be ensured 
that the file conversion or the character set are maintained. 

11 Advice for operating the MULTIWEB Banking client without 
browser 

As an alternative to the browser-based standard version, MULTIWEB Banking can also be 
operated as a stand-alone version, if licensed.  
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11.1  Architecture 

The stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client uses the same architecture and the same user 
interface as the browser-based version. The only difference is that the user interface does not 
run as a Java applet in the web browser but in its own frame. 

Since there is no browser available for the SSL handling, the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking 
client uses its own trust store to administer the necessary SSL certificates. This process is 
based on the same standard SSL methods from the JDK as the browser-based version. 

11.2  Preconditions 

The preconditions are identical to the ones of the browser-based version. To operate the 
MULTIWEB Banking client without browser, a Java runtime environment (JRE) is necessary. A 
web browser is only required for printouts like the INI-letter, for example. 

Note: the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client is based on standard Java. No further 
additional technologies like Java Web Start or similar are employed. 

11.3  Installation 

There are separate set-up files for the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client (in the delivery 
directory “Application, EN”). In essence, the same steps are carried out as for the installation of 
the browser-based MULTIWEB Banking client. 

The main difference is that in contrast to the browser-based MULTIWEB Banking client no file 
“index.html” is installed in the browser to start the application but a file “index.bat”. This file 
contains the corresponding command “javaw” to execute the application in a separate frame. 

11.4  Installation of the auto transfer tool (optional) 

For the auto transfer tool there is no separate set-up required with the stand-alone version. 
The installation of the auto transfer tool is carried out in the same way as for the browser-
based MULTIWEB Banking client. 

11.5  Proxy usage 

The browser-based MULTIWEB Banking client takes over the browser’s proxy settings.  This is 
not possible when using the stand-alone version. 

As it has to be assumed that the application is operated through a company network where 
the configuration of a proxy is necessary in most cases, the proxy can be configured directly 
after the start of the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client.  For this purpose, a screen for the 
proxy configuration appears already before the login screen.  
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When the check-box “do not show proxy settings after restart” is activated, the login screen 
appears directly after starting the application. If necessary, the proxy configuration can be 
opened again through the corresponding symbol in the lower right corner of the application. 

11.6  Activating additional traces 

To activate additional traces in the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client, the parameter 
„Trace=true“ has to be added to the section [Settings] in the file „config.ini“. The traces can be 
taken from the file „konsole.txt“, which is written into the user-specific file directory that the 
user chose during the set-up. 

When traces are activated, the EBICS communication is written into the file „mwb_log.txt“, 
which can be found in the same directory as the file „konsole.txt“. For the analysis of problems 
through the manufacturer both files have to be made available. 

Alternatively, instead of starting the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking Client through the file 
„index.bat“, it can also be started through the file „Konsole.bat“, which can be found in the 
same directory. In this case the application is started together with a DOS box, which displays 
the trace results. To display additional traces like EBICS notifications in the DOS box, too, the 
trace parameter has to be set as described above. 

11.7  Importing a new SSL certificate 

In the browser-based MULTIWEB Banking client the SSL-handling is carried out through the 
browser.  This is not possible when using the stand-alone version. 

The stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client uses its own SSL-certificate store (truststore) 
which is installed during the set-up. The truststore contains the current SSL-certificates of 
bank connections that are available in the application and which can be chosen as a template 
when creating a new bank access.  

If an SSL-connection is set-up with a bank whose SSL-certificate is unknown to the application, 
the corresponding error message will be shown during login. On the bank status screen 
choose the bank and click “Import”. Then the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client 
downloads and displays the SSL-certificate. After verification the user can import it into the 
truststore and login again. This process only has to be executed once. From the next login on 
the application will know the new SSL-certificate. 

11.8  Viewing and deleting SSL-certificates 

The stand-alone client’s SSL-truststore can also be viewed.  The view can be activated through 
the button “SSL certificates” of the proxy configuration screen. This button is only active if the 
user is not logged in. 

The view contains an overview table with all certificates contained in the SSL truststore. To 
see the details of a certificate, either click the button “Details” or double-click on the 
corresponding certificate in the overview list. 
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Outdated certificates are marked in the overview and displayed with a warning message. 

To delete certificates from the truststore, select them in the overview list and click the button 
“Delete”. A certificate is imported automatically if the user connects to a bank whose 
certificate is not yet contained in the SSL truststore, see previous section. 

12 FAQ 

The following section deals with the most important questions which frequently arise in 
connection with the product MULTIWEB Banking. 

12.1  The message “Windows blocked this software because it cannot 
verify the publisher” is displayed. 

In the Internet Explorer navigate to “Settings - Security”. Select the level “Medium” or “Medium-
high”. Via “Custom level” verify the parameters that refer to “ActiveX controls”. 

From the Internet Explorer’s point of view, MULTIWEB Banking is an ActiveX control element. 
Therefore, the parameter “Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins” has to be set to “Enable”. 
Similarly, the parameters “Download signed ActiveX controls” and “Download unsigned 
ActiveX controls” have to be set to “Enable” or at least “Prompt”. The same applies to the 
parameter “Scripting -> Scripting of Java applets”, it has to be enabled, too. 

12.2  MULTIWEB Banking does not start or displays an empty screen 

Open the file “index.htm” from the installation directory with a text editor. Check if the correct 
installation directory is given in the parameter “InstallDir” and correct it if necessary. All 
parameters exist twice. The upper section is relevant for the Internet Explorer and the lower 
section for all other browsers. Open the file “banks.ini” or “ebicsbanks.ini” (depending on 
whether your main bank access communicates via EBICS or MULTIWEB). Check if all relevant 
parameters like URL etc. have been indicated in the main bank’s section. 

Another reason for displaying an empty screen might be that the JRE could not be started. The 
following should be verified and tried: 

• When using Internet Explorer 11 or higher, it should be taken into account that the 64-bit 

version only “seemingly” runs in 64-bit mode. Only the main process (frame) runs as 64-bit 

process. Individual UI processes run as 32-bit processes. This can be verified in the 

Windows task manager. For this reason, it is not transparent if a 32- or 64-bit JRE is run. 

Therefore, it can be helpful to install both a 32-bit and a 64-bit JRE. Both JRE versions can 

be installed in parallel without overwriting each other. If there is already a JRE under 

“Program Files”, then a 64-bit JRE is installed. If there is already a JRE under “Program 

Files (x86)”, then a 32-bit JRE is installed. Add the corresponding JRE version if one of the 

installations is missing. 
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• If using the Internet Explorer, check the add-ons. In the Internet Explorer go to “Tools - 

Manage add-ons” and look for “Oracle America, Inc.”. Enable the JRE plug-in if this is 

currently deactivated. 

• Then start the Java control panel from the Windows system control. In the tab “Security” 

check if the option “Enable Java content in the browser” is activated. If the security level is 

set to “Very high”, lower it. In the tab “Advanced” the parameter “Mixed code - security 

verification” has to be set to “Enable - show warning if needed” 

• It is possible that a new JRE version has been installed but that the installation has not 

been successful. Uninstall the existing JRE-version and install it again manually. 

• If the problem is rooted in the installation of a new JRE-version, there is the possibility to 

uninstall the new JRE-version and to re-install the last working JRE manually again.  An 

archive of all JRE versions which also contains the relevant subversions of a JRE (such as 

JRE 1.8), can be found on the Oracle website 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/archive-139210.html 

• If the user account control under Windows is enabled, we recommend to deactivate it. 

• It is possible that there are permission problems if MULTIWEB Banking was installed in the 

programme directory. It can be helpful to install MULTIWEB from scratch again, this time 

choosing a directory outside of “Programmes” to which you have read- and write access in 

the installation wizard.  

12.3  MULTIWEB Banking does not start – 

StringIndexOutOfBoundsException 

If MULTIWEB Banking does not start, displaying the error message below, this is usually due to 
a problem in the windows registry which concerns the installed JRE-version(s): 

 

If the installation directory is not explicitly changed during the JRE-installation, then the JRE-
installation is executed as a new version in a separate programme directory. If JRE-updates 
are executed regularly, this usually results in several parallel JRE-installations. It is possible 
that the JRE-setup was not able to successfully write the current JRE-version, which should be 
used by the browser, into the registry. This can happen if there is a lack of permissions during 
the JRE-installation, for example. 
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To solve this problem, execute the following steps: 

• First of all determine the user-specific file storage directory of the currently installed 

MULTIWEB version. If it is unknown, open the file “index.html”, which can be found in the 

MULTIWEB installation directory, with a text editor. The parameter “UserDataDir” shows 

the path to the user-specific file storage directory. 

• If the value of this parameter points to a directory outside of the MULTIWEB Banking 

installation directory, copy this folder and save it as a back-up. 

• If the value of “UserDataDir“ is identical with the value of „InstallDir“, this means that the 

user-specific file storage directory is located within the MULTIWEB installation directory. In 

this case copy the sub-directory “config” from the MULTIWEB installation directory and 

save it as a back-up. 

• Uninstall MULTIWEB with the shortcut “Uninstall MULTIWEB Banking”. 

• Uninstall the JRE incl. cleaning. To do this, you can use the Microsoft tool 

https://support.microsoft.com/de-de/help/17588/fix-problems-that-block-programs-from-

being-installed-or-removed. From the selection “Problems with an installation or removal” 

choose “Removal”. Then choose “Java” with the option “Remove with cleaning”. For this 

step to be carried out it can be necessary to pause the virus scanner. 

• Then install the desired JRE. Depending on the browser in use and its architecture either 

the 32-bit or 64-bit version should be used. 

• Now install MULTIWEB Banking, ideally into a generally accessible directory outside the 

Windows programme directory such as “C:MULTIWEB”. For the user-specific file storage in 

the set-up choose the same directory as for the installation directory. 

• Copy the content of the previously saved “config”-directory into the sub-directory “config” 

of the new MULTIWEB installation. While copying do not replace the installed files with the 

back-up directory’s files but do only copy those files that do not exist in the installation 

directory yet. Otherwise important configuration files are overwritten which may also mean 

that MULTIWEB does not start. 

12.4  Certificate information is not displayed 

Normally the certificate information after the application’s start is only displayed once. If the 
user confirmed the certificate information, it is saved in the JRE environment. During 
MULTIWEB Banking’s next start, the certificate information will usually not be displayed again. 

If you would still like to have the certificate information displayed after the application’s start, 
the following has to be done: 

• Open the Java control panel and go to the tab “Security” 

• Click the button “Restore Security Prompts” 

• Confirm the display of all relevant security prompts by clicking “Restore all”. 
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Note: From MULTIWEB Banking Version 4.10.0-06.001 on the certificate information is also 
displayed in the application itself as part of the system information printout.  For this purpose 
click on the info symbol on the login screen. 

12.5  Print INI-letter later 

It is possible to print any bank access’s INI-letter at a later point in time. To do this, click the 
button “Select bank” on the login mask. Select the desired bank access and click the button 
“Info”. After entering the password, the selected bank access’s INI-letter can be printed by 
clicking the button “Print INI letter”. 

Note: the INI-letter can also be printed later through the initialisation wizard, which can be 
accessed with the link “I am not initialised yet or want to reinitialise.” Please note that only the 
main bank’s INI-letter can be printed later through the initialisation wizard. 

12.6  Initialisation leads to “Data could not be decoded” 

In exceptional cases the message “Data could not be decoded” can appear during the 
initialisation. In this case the INI-letter could not be decoded. Check if the INI-letter can be 
printed retrospectively. If this is possible, then the initialisation was successful. Otherwise the 
initialisation has to be repeated. 

If the actual initialisation process was successful, i.e. the key has been generated and sent to 
the bank successfully but the INI-letter could not be displayed immediately, this initialisation is 
still considered to be successful from version 4.7.0-08.001 on. If the INI-letter cannot be 
displayed, a suitable message is displayed, describing how the INI-letter can be printed 
retrospectively. 

The previous behaviour can be restored by means of the parameter 
handleIniPrintProblemAsError=true, which can be found in the section 
[KeyManagement] of the file “config.ini”. In this case an initialisation would be considered as 
not successful if the INI-letter cannot be displayed immediately.  

12.7  The login does not work 

Check if you are initialised at your bank. Check if the correct key is inserted. 

12.8  The message “Invalid key medium or expired keys” is displayed 

If you are certain that you are already initialised at the bank, delete the file „connections.ini“ in 
the “config”-directory. The public keys’ hash values are saved in this file. It is possible that 
these no longer coincide with the actual hash values of the public keys (for example, after a 
key change). After a client restart the file will be written again. 
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12.9  The message “Unknown user” is displayed 

If you log in at an external bank where you are already initialised at the server, then this 
information, which is stored in the file “connections.ini”, got lost. MULTIWEB Banking offers 
the possibility to restore this information locally. To do this, the following steps have to be 
executed: 

• Log in at all relevant banks. 

• After login, select the first bank for which the status “new participant” is displayed on the 

bank status screen, and click the button “Initialise”. 

• Then enter the customer- and user-ID and click “Apply”. In contrast to the button 

“Initialise”, which can be found on the same screen, the button “Apply” can be used when 

the user is already initialised at the bank. The function “Apply” merely adjusts the file 

“connections.ini”. 

• When prompted by MULTIWEB Banking log in at the bank again. Logging in is possible 

again now. 

12.10 Orders cannot be signed 

Check if the correct signature class is set in the bank access. It has to be identical with the 
signature class for which you initialised at your bank. 

12.11 Files cannot be sent via EBICS 

When there are problems with sending files via EBICS, a frequent reason is that the 
corresponding bank server does not evaluate the EBICS pre-validation data correctly. Sending 
pre-validation data is optional. MULTIWEB Banking sends these data when the bank server 
communicates during fetching of the bank parameters (HPD) that pre-validation data are 
supported. 

In addition, sending of pre-validation data can deactivated per bank access on the client side. 
This is recommendable when a file cannot be sent. To do this, perform the following: 

• On the login screen click “Select bank” and choose the affected bank access. 

• Click “Edit” and then “Advanced” 

• On the tab “EBICS (general)” deactivate the check-box “Send pre-validation requests” and 

click “Apply” 

12.12 Printouts do not work 

Check if you activated the pop-up blocker in the browser. If this is the case, then the blocker 
must be deactivated for the current side at least. 
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For PDF-printouts it is also possible not to display the document in the browser but to start the 
Acrobat Reader as an external application (provided that the Acrobat Reader is installed 
correspondingly).  For this purpose the following parameter has to be entered in the file 
“config.ini” in the section [Settings]: 

pdfWithOutBrowser=true 

This blocks the Acrobat Reader from starting as a plug-in within the browser.  Instead, the 
Acrobat Reader is started by MULTIWEB Banking and thus can print the PDF. 

12.13 No remitter accounts available 

When communicating via EBICS, check with your bank if the order type “HTD” is supported. If 
this is not the case, click on “Select bank” on the login screen and edit the affected bank 
access. In the bank access click on “Advanced” and deactivate the option “Fetch user 
information (HTD)“. Then log in again. In the section “Configuration” there is a new menu 
“Account administration” now. Here you can manually create accounts and use them in 
payment transactions. 

12.14 Remitter and receiver are not saved permanently 

If the previously created remitters and receivers are no longer displayed after MULTIWEB has 
been restarted, this is usually due to some problem in the file structure of the data directories. 
The data directories are saved in the file “bcs.ini”. 

Open the file “bcs.ini” with a text editor and check the value of the parameter 
„recipientsIni_DIR“. Then copy the file „recipients.ini“ from the directory that the parameter 
points to to the “config”-subdirectory of the current installation’s user-specific file storage. 

Then delete the file “bcs.ini” from the user-specific files storage’s “config”-subdirectory, restart 
the client and log in again. During the login process the file “bcs.ini” is rewritten, taking into 
account the correct installation directory and the correct user-specific file storage. Afterwards, 
the remitter and receiver can be entered so that they will still be available after a system 
restart. The previously entered remitters and receivers should be available again now, too. 

12.15 The allocated working memory is insufficient 

Depending on the size and amount of data to be processed it is possible that the working 
memory, which is assigned to the Java plug-in by the operating system per default, is 
insufficient. A shortage of working memory is usually expressed by the error message 
„OutOfMemory“. If this error occurs repeatedly, for example when fetching or processing big 
files, the Java Plug-in should be allocated more memory. 

To do this, the following Java runtime parameter must be added to the JRE plug-in (in the 
system control): 

-Xmx256M 
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It is possible that the JRE plug-in does not adopt the new parameter correctly, see 
http://bugs.sun.com/view_bug.do?bug_id=6737531 (6737531: Runtime parameter in Java 
Control Panel is not preserved when jre version has milestone appended). In this case the 
parameter can be added manually to the JRE configuration file “deployment.properties”. 

In Windows XP this file is located in the directory „C:\Documents and 
Settings\<Username>\Application data\Sun\Java\Deployment“ and in Windows 7 in the 
directory „C:\Users\<Username>\AppData\LocalLow\Sun\Java\Deployment“. In the file 
“deployment.properties” enter the following parameter: 

deployment.javaws.jre.0.args=-Xmx256M 

12.16 The programme crashes during login 

When using older or Java-2D incompatible graphic boards which do not contain DirectDraw or 
Direct3D drivers or those that are incompatible with Java 2D, it can happen that the Java-VM 
crashes when trying to display the application. If such system crashes happen regularly, 
frequently or permanently, Direct3D for Java should be deactivated. 

To do this, the following Java runtime parameter must be added to the JRE plug-in (in the 
system control): 

-Dsun.java2d.d3d=false 

It is possible that the JRE plug-in does not adopt the new parameter correctly, see 
http://bugs.sun.com/view_bug.do?bug_id=6737531 (6737531: Runtime parameter in Java 
Control Panel is not preserved when jre version has milestone appended). In this case the 
parameter can be added manually to the JRE configuration file “deployment.properties”. 

In Windows XP this file is located in the directory „C:\Documents and 
Settings\<Username>\Application data\Sun\Java\Deployment“ and in Windows 7 in the 
directory „C:\Users\<Username>\AppData\LocalLow\Sun\Java\Deployment“. In the file 
“deployment.properties” enter the following parameter: 

deployment.javaws.jre.0.args=-Dsun.java2d.d3d\=false 

If the problems continue, please consult the documentation of additional Java 2D properties in 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/java2d-142140.html#gcghe. 

12.17 GUI components are displayed incompletely or not at all, or 
overlap 

When using older or Java-2D incompatible graphic boards which do not contain DirectDraw or 
Direct3D drivers or those that are incompatible with Java 2D, problems may occur when trying 
to display the application (GUI, Graphical User Interface). If such display problems happen 
regularly, frequently or permanently, Direct3D for Java should be deactivated. 
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To do this, the following Java runtime parameter must be added to the JRE plug-in (in the 
system control): 

-Dsun.java2d.d3d=false 

It is possible that the JRE plug-in does not adopt the new parameter correctly, see 
http://bugs.sun.com/view_bug.do?bug_id=6737531 (6737531: Runtime parameter in Java 
Control Panel is not preserved when jre version has milestone appended). In this case the 
parameter can be added manually to the JRE configuration file “deployment.properties”. 

In Windows XP this file is located in the directory „C:\Documents and 
Settings\<Username>\Application data\Sun\Java\Deployment“ and in Windows 7 in the 
directory „C:\Users\<Username>\AppData\LocalLow\Sun\Java\Deployment“. In the file 
“deployment.properties” enter the following parameter: 

deployment.javaws.jre.0.args=-Dsun.java2d.d3d\=false 

If the problems continue, please consult the documentation of additional Java 2D properties in 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/java2d-142140.html#gcghe. 

12.18 Value balances are calculated incorrectly or not at all 

In this case delete the value balances’ configuration. To do this, delete the file “saldo2.ini“ from 
the configuration directory. Depending on the programme’s version, the configuration directory 
is either located within the installation directory or within the user-specific data directory. 

Please consider that by doing so the value balances’ configuration is set back to its original 
status, which means that no account is activated for the calculation of value balances. To 
display and calculate value balances again, proceed as follows: 

• In the menu “Configuration - Value balances” select those accounts for which the value 

balances shall be calculated, and save the configuration. 

• Then go to the Cash Management menu and fetch account statements (or optionally 

intraday reports). 

• Navigate to the menu “Cash Management - Value balances” and click “Calculate”. 

If the value balances are still not calculated, check the following: 

• Data are only prepared for the calculation of value balances if account 

statements/intraday reports have been fetched via the Cash Management menu.  Fetching 

via the File Transfer menu or auto transfer does not include such processing. 

• Check if the account number/IBAN and the bank code/BIC of the fetched account 

statements/intraday reports corresponds to an account number/IBAN and bank code/BIC 

that has been activated for the calculation of value balances in the configuration of value 

balances. 

• According to the SWIFT standard for account statements / intraday reports it is also 

possible to use field 25 of the account identification without bank code/BIC. In this case 
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activate the check-box “Consider account statements also without bank code / BIC for 

calculation”, save the configuration, fetch the account statements/intraday reports again, 

and calculate the value balances. 

• If the application has the option “Support account statements and intraday reports in 

CAMT format”, it has to be considered that value balances per account are either 

calculated on the basis of the SWIFT format or on the basis of the CAMT format. 

Therefore, an account is always displayed twice in the value balance’s configuration, once 

for the format „MT94x“ and once for the format “CAMT”. Check if you activated the correct 

account there in the format that you are fetching via the Cash Management menu. In the 

bank access’s configuration under “Edit - Advanced - Cash Management” it can be 

determined if exclusively MT94x, exclusively CAMT, or MT940 and CAMT should be 

fetched. 

12.19 Stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client does not start 

If the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client does not start after the desktop icon has been 
double-clicked, the following should be checked: 

• Do a right mouse click on the desktop icon to check if it links to a corresponding 

“index.bat” file which can be executed. 

• Open a DOS box in any window and enter the command “java –help“. If the command 

aborts with the error message “Command not found”, check your JRE installation. In 

addition, check if the Windows environment variable “PATH” contains the JRE installation 

directory. If this is not the case, extend the variable “PATH” with the one of the JRE 

installation directory. It is possible that the JRE’s installation routine was missing the 

necessary permissions to adjust the “PATH” variable.  

• If adjusting the variable “PATH” does not lead to positive results, you can extend the 

command „javaw“ of the file „index.bat“ in MULTIWEB Banking’s installation directory by 

indicating the absolute path to the file “javaw.exe” in the installed JRE. The file “javaw.exe” 

is located in the JRE installation directory’s sub-directory “bin”. Instead of the command 

“javaw” in the file “index.bat” the command would then be C:\Program 

Files\Java\jre1.8.0\bin\javaw.exe, for example, depending on the JRE’s installation 

directory. 

12.20 Stand-alone MUTLIWEB Banking client freezes while 
displaying the loading indicator 

If the stand-alone MUTLIWEB Banking client starts but freezes while displaying the loading 
indicator, check the following: 

• If the application cannot be closed with the loading progress’s close-symbol, open the 

Windows task manager and terminate the application “javaw.exe”. 
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• Open the file “config.ini” and check the paths of the parameters “Browser” and 

„pdfWithoutBrowser“ in the section [Settings]. They should show the correct paths to your 

browser and your PDF reader. Maybe they contain an administrator’s path if the 

installation was carried out by an administrator. The paths are needed to be able to display 

HTML- and PDF print results in the stand-alone application. 

• During the start the stand-alone application tries to extract potentially existing parameters 

which were attached to the path names by the Windows registry.  Depending on what was 

entered by the Windows registry it is possible that the problem roots in the fact that the 

application cannot properly extract these parameters, and therefore cannot start as 

expected. In this case enter the parameter „removeParametersFromBrowserPath=false“ to 

the “config.ini” file in section [Settings], so that no extraction of parameters will take place. 

12.21 Stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client does not display 
printouts 

Even in the stand-alone MULTIWEB banking client a web browser is necessary to display 
printouts. It is started as a separate application when a printout is requested. 

During the MULTIWEB Banking installation the set-up tries to determine the default browser 
and enters the absolute path to the browser application into “Browser” of the file “config.ini” in 
the section [Settings]. For this purpose, the set-up reads the Windows registry key 
„http\shell\open\command“. 

Check the browser path in this location. Check if the path is written within quotation marks. 
This is necessary to escape blank spaces or similar items in the directory’s name.  

Correct the path as necessary. The path has to point to an existing or executable browser 
application and must be escaped with quotations marks to escape blank spaces etc. in the 
directory’s name. 

Example for the Internet Explorer: 

[Settings] 

Browser="C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" 

The registry key for Firefox can contain command line parameters in addition to the path to 
the application. Example: 

Browser="C:\Program Files (x86)\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" -osint -url "%1" 

If Firefox cannot be started by the stand-alone MULTIWEB Banking client to display printouts, 
it may help to remove the command line parameter of the “browser”-parameter in the 
[Settings] section of the “config.ini”-file. 

Browser="C:\Program Files (x86)\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" -osint -url "%1" 
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12.22 Initialisation of an external bank access in the stand-alone 
MULTIWEB Banking client produces certificate error 

If initialising an external bank causes a certificate error, proceed as follows: 

• Abort the initialisation dialog. 

• On the screen “Bank access data” click the button “Apply” and then on “Retry connect”. 

• Log in. 

• On the screen “Bank status” the application shows that for the external bank there is no 

certificate for the connection. Mark the bank access and click the button “Import”. Now the 

certificate is downloaded and displayed. Afterwards import the certificate and login again.  

• Now the connection to the external bank will produce a technical EBICS error because the 

user is not yet initialised at the external bank. On the screen “Bank status” mark the bank 

access and click the button “Initialise”. On the screen “Bank access data” enter your 

customer- and user ID, and then click the button “Initialise”. The initialisation wizard is 

started, initialising should be possible now. 

12.23 The desktop shortcut is displayed without a symbol 

From version 4.10.0 on the set-up creates a desktop shortcut for both the browser-based 
version and the stand-alone version through which the MULTIWEB Banking client can be 
started optionally. 

In Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 10 it is possible that the created desktop shortcut 
is displayed without a symbol. This is due to the operating system’s icon cache. 

• Press “F5” on the desktop. This causes an update of the desktop. In most cases the 

symbol will be displayed now. 

• If it is still not displayed, it can help to empty the operating system’s icon cache. For this 

purpose delete the file „IconCache.db“ in the directory Users\<username>\AppData\Local.  

• Alternatively, the number of icons that can possibly be cached can be modified through 

the Windows registry. Close all windows and programmes. Log in on your computer with 

an account that has administrator rights. Then navigate to “Start/Execute”, type “regedit” 

and press “Enter”. Now the registry editor starts. Carefully navigate to the registry branch 

„HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft „Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer“ by 

clicking on the plus signs. Click on the branch to see its entries on the right side. If the 

entry „Max Cached Icons“ exists, double-click on it and enter a value of “2000”, for 

example. If the entry is missing, do a right mouse click on an empty space on the right side 

of the window and then select “New/String”. Name the entry “Max Cached Icons” and 

enter a value of “2000”, for example. Then close the registry editor. 
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12.24 Error message “Key medium is not present or empty” while 
using a chip card is displayed 

If MULTIWEB Banking trace contains error stack trace “Can't load IA 32-bit .dll on a AMD 64-bit 
platform” and message “Key medium is not present or empty” is displayed the following is the 
reason: When using chip cards on operating systems with 64 bit, make sure that the JRE plug-
in for the browser and the driver for the chip card reader are based on the same architecture. 
The device driver is the item that determines the architecture. If the device driver is present as 
a separate 64-bit version, then the JRE plug-in has to be used in the 64-bit version, too. If, 
however, the device driver is present as a 32-bit version, or there is a driver version that can be 
used with both 32- and 64-bit, then a 32-bit JRE plug-in has to be used. 

The same applies for browser-less client. The following can be done: 

• Install the Java-JRE which is based on the missing architecture in a separate directory. 

• Open file “index.bat” and “console.bat” with a text editor. Enhance command “java” or 

“javaw” by the absolute path of the file “java.exe” or “javaw.exe” of the Java-Version based 

on the required architecture, e.g. “C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_152\bin\javaw.exe” 

 


